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Abstract. We present initial validation results of the
space-borne lidar CALIOP onboard CALIPSO satellite using coincidental observations from a ground-based lidar in
Seoul National University (SNU), Seoul, Korea (37.46◦ N,
126.95◦ E). We analyze six selected cases between September 2006 and February 2007, including 3 daytime and 3
night-time observations and covering different types of clear
and cloudy atmospheric conditions. Apparent scattering
ratios calculated from the two lidar measurements of total attenuated backscatter at 532 nm show similar aerosol
and cloud layer structures both under cloud-free conditions
and in cases of multiple aerosol layers underlying semitransparent cirrus clouds. Agreement on top and base heights
of cloud and aerosol layers is generally within 0.10 km,
particularly during night-time. This result confirms that
the CALIPSO science team algorithms for the discrimination of cloud and aerosol as well as for the detection of
layer top and base altitude provide reliable information in
such atmospheric conditions. This accuracy of the planetary boundary layer top height under cirrus cloud appears,
however, limited during daytime. Under thick cloud conditions, however, information on the cloud top (bottom)
height only is reliable from CALIOP (ground-based lidar)
due to strong signal attenuations. However, simultaneous
space-borne CALIOP and ground-based SNU lidar (SNUL) measurements complement each other and can be combined to provide full information on the vertical distribution
of aerosols and clouds. An aerosol backscatter-to-extinction
ratio (BER) estimated from lidar and sunphotometer synergy
at the SNU site during the CALIOP overpass is assessed to
be 0.023±0.004 sr−1 (i.e. a lidar ratio of 43.2±6.2 sr) from
Correspondence to: S.-W. Kim
(sang-woo.kim@cea.fr)

CALIOP and 0.027±0.006 sr−1 (37.4±7.2 sr) from SNUL. For aerosols within the planetary boundary layer under
cloud-free conditions, the aerosol extinction profiles from
both lidars are in agreement within about 0.02 km−1 . Under semi-transparent cirrus clouds, such profiles also show
good agreement for the night-time CALIOP flight, but large
discrepancies are found for the daytime flights due to a small
signal-to-noise ratio of the CALIOP data.

1

Introduction

Space-borne active remote sensing (e.g. LITE (Lidar Inspace Technology Experiment; McCormick et al., 1993),
GLAS (Geoscience Laser Altimeter System; Spinhirne et
al., 2005) and CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations; Winker et al., 2004,
2006, 2007)) of atmospheric aerosols and clouds is the
key to providing global vertically resolved observations that
are needed to better understand a variety of aerosol-cloudradiation-climate feedback processes (e.g. Spinhirne et al.,
2005; Berthier et al., 2006). Contrary to the previously
launched passive sensors, especially, the recently-launched
space-based backscatter lidar Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) onboard CALIPSO provides information on the vertical distribution of aerosols and
clouds as well as on their optical and physical properties
over the globe with unprecedented spatial resolution (Winker
et al., 2006, 2007). Validation of CALIOP products via
intercomparison with independent measurements is essential to the production of a high quality dataset (Liu et al.,
2006; Winker et al., 2006). An important early activity for
CALIOP is thus to link its measurements with those from
ground-based or airborne measurements along the tracks for
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validation of data and derived science products and for further synergetic studies (e.g. input/validation of global-scale
modeling). McGill et al. (2007) present initial airborne validation results where cloud layer top determinations from
CALIPSO are found to be in good agreement with those
from the Cloud Physics Lidar (CPL) onboard NASA ER-2
research aircraft. The minimum detectable backscatter levels
are also in excellent agreement with those predicted prior to
the CALIPSO launch.
This study presents initial validation results of space-borne
lidar CALIOP profiles by comparing space and time coincidental measurements collected by a ground-based lidar at
Seoul National University (SNU; 37.4579◦ N, 126.9520◦ E,
116 m a.m.s.l), Seoul, South Korea, hereafter denoted SNUL. We perform direct profile-to-profile comparisons of the
apparent scattering ratio, which is calculated from the coincident measurement datasets of the total 532 nm attenuated backscatter signal (i.e. the sum of the 532 nm parallel and perpendicular return signals) from both space-based
CALIOP and ground-based SNU-L. We also compare the
CALIOP level-2 products of height and thickness of aerosol
and cloud layers. This validation is made for 3 different
types of atmospheric scenes: (1) boundary aerosol layer under cloud-free conditions, (2) multiple aerosol layers underlying semi-transparent cirrus clouds, and (3) aerosol layer
under thick tropospheric clouds. A comparison of aerosol
extinction profile between CALIOP and SNU-L measurements both under cloud-free conditions and in cases of multiple aerosol layers underlying semi-transparent cirrus clouds
is also presented. We further derive the backscattering-toextinction ratio (BER) for boundary layer aerosols under
clear conditions from both lidars.

2

Overview of the lidar measurements and the validation approach

For the CALIPSO mission, validation is defined as an assessment of the accuracy and precision of the derived science products by independent airborne or ground-based measurements (Kovacs and McCormick, 2006). Although a
large number of ground-based lidar systems could potentially
be involved in CALIOP validation efforts (e.g. MPL-NET,
EARLINET, AD-NET), coincidence opportunities for direct
comparisons between CALIOP observations and groundbased lidars are not as straight forward. Spatial and temporal variability of aerosol and cloud constraint greatly complicate the validation of CALIOP products by direct comparison with instruments at ground stations. Especially, clouds
have relatively short lifetimes and even shorter correlation
spatial scales (a few hundred meters to tens of kilometers).
Indeed, CALIOP has a very narrow swath and carries out
measurements over a significant horizontal distance during
a short period of time, while ground-based lidar (e.g. SNUL used in this study) with a narrow field-of-view is localAtmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008

ized, changes in the profile being only due to atmospheric
motions. Moreover CALIPSO has not a global coverage in a
day and flies over a given site every 16 days only (1 daytime
plus 1 night-time pass). On the other hand, up-looking versus down-looking viewing geometries also play a big role, as
do calibration procedures. Signal attenuation by atmospheric
constituents such as air molecules, aerosols and clouds need
to be explicitly taken into account.
2.1

Space-borne lidar CALIOP onboard CALIPSO

The payload on the CALIPSO satellite is composed of a lidar system denoted CALIOP, a 3-channel imaging infrared
radiometer and a wide field camera. We focus here on
CALIOP, a nadir-pointing instrument which is built around a
diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser. While the CALIOP transmitter emits polarized light at both 1064 and 532 nm with a pulse
energy of 110 mJ and a pulse repetition rate of 20.25 Hz,
polarization discrimination in the receiver is only done for
the 532 nm channel (Winker et al., 2004, 2007). CALIOP
is calibrated by normalizing the return signal between 30
and 34 km above mean sea level (a.m.s.l.) (Hostetler et
al., 2005). Details on the instrument, data acquisition, and
science products are given in Anselmo et al. (2006) and
Winker et al. (2007). Here we use CALIOP level-1 (version 1.10 (13 June 2006∼5 January 2007) and 1.11 (6 January 2007∼13 March 2007)) and -2 data (version 1.10).
CALIOP level-1 data have different spatial resolutions for
different altitude ranges: 30 m (60 m at 1064 nm) vertically
and 333 m horizontally between −0.5 and 8.2 km (a.m.s.l.);
60 m vertically and 1000 m horizontally between 8.2 and
20.2 km a.m.s.l. The CALIOP level-2 aerosol and cloud layer
products (i.e., the vertical location of aerosol and cloud layer
boundaries; Vaughan et al., 2005) are produced at a 5-km
horizontal resolution for aerosols, and at three horizontal resolutions for clouds: 0.333 km (full resolution, but limited up
to 8.2 km a.m.s.l.), 1 km (medium resolution available below
20.2 km amsl), and 5 km (low resolution available for the full
column). Cloud/aerosol discrimination in CALIPSO level2 algorithms is performed using an adaptive threshold on
the magnitude and spectral variation of the lidar backscatter at both wavelengths (Liu et al., 2004; Vaughan et al.,
2004). The CALIOP observation period considered here extends from the beginning of CALIOP measurements in June
2006 to April 2007.
2.2

Ground-based 2-wavelength polarization lidar in Seoul,
Korea

The ground-based SNU lidar (SNU-L) has also the same two
wavelengths as CALIOP (1064 and 532 nm) with the depolarization ratio measurement at 532 nm (Kim et al., 2006;
Shimizu et al., 2004; Sugimoto et al., 2002, 2005, 2006).
It was developed by the Japanese National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES) and has been operated as part
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/
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Table 1. Summary of aerosol and cloud conditions and retrieved aerosol parameters for the selected cases.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

24 Oct 2006
(daytime)

25 Nov 2006
(daytime)

21 Feb 2007
(night-time)

12 Jan 2007
(daytime)

14 Sep 2006
(night-time)

30 Sep 2006
(night-time)

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√

–

–

–

–
√

–
√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√

–
√

–
√

–

–

(a) Aerosol and Cloud Conditions
Aerosols in PBL
Semi-transparent Cirrus
Dense Tropospheric Clouds
(b) Retrieved Parameters
Apparent Scattering Ratio (Zref below)
Apparent Scattering Ratio (Zref above)
Aerosol Extinction Coefficient

–
–
√
√
√

of the Japanese NIES lidar network (http://www-lidar.nies.
go.jp; Sugimoto et al., 2006) as well as the Asian dust network (AD-Net; http://www-lidar.nies.go.jp/AD-Net/index.
html; Murayama et al., 2001). SNU-L employs a Nd:YAG
laser (pulse energy of 20 mJ; pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz)
and an analog detection system. This instrument is identical to the lidar hardware systems distributed in the NIES lidar network, and the same instrument calibration and data
retrieval process have been applied. Detailed information
on the calibration method and its accuracy can be found in
Shimizu et al. (2004). SNU-L makes the vertical profile from
surface to 18 km every 15 min (starting at 00, 15, 30, 45 min
of every hour) with a 6-m vertical resolution. The measurement sequence of SNU-L is such that it runs 5 min (i.e., total
3000 shots) and then stops during the next 10 min. The background noise is estimated by an average of the uppermost
100 data points (17.4∼18 km a.m.s.l.) for each single-shot
measurement. The aerosol vertical profiles obtained from
the SNU 2-wavelength polarization lidar system were well
compared with those from co-located micro-pulse lidar at
Gosan, Korea, during the Atmospheric Brown Cloud (ABC)East Asian Regional Experiment 2005 (EAREX, 2005, see
http://abc-gosan.snu.ac.kr). The aerosol extinction profiles
were in agreement within 0.0051 km−1 bias (Kim et al.,
2006). The SNU-L aerosol and cloud layer identification
method is based on detecting the maximum gradient in the
returned lidar backscattering intensity and was successfully
applied for estimating the urban aerosol mixing height (Kim
et al., 2007).
Current and past quick-look images of SNU-L can be
found at the NIES lidar network web site (http://www-lidar.
nies.go.jp/Seoul/index.html). The SNU lidar is well located
to study locally emitted urban aerosols, long-range transported aerosols from continental Asia, and clouds. Moreover,
some CALIPSO ground tracks are fortunately located within
10 km (approximately 0.1◦ ) from the SNU ground-based lidar station. This meets the CALIPSO validation guidelines
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/

for aerosol and clouds (Kovacs et al., 2004; Kovacs and McCormick, 2005; Kovacs, 2006). However, approximately
70% of SNU lidar data are unavailable for comparison due
to unfavorable weather conditions (e.g. precipitation, thick
cloud in planetary boundary layer, and dense fog).
2.3

Sampled atmospheric situations and validation approach

Over the considered period, 6 favorable cases were selected
for CALIOP validation, including 3 daytime and 3 night-time
cases, and 3 different types of atmospheric aerosol and cloud
scenes (Table 1): (case 1) 1 scene of PBL aerosols under
clear sky condition, (case 2) 3 scenes of multiple aerosol layers underlying semi-transparent cirrus clouds, and (case 3)
2 scenes of dense clouds. Figure 1 presents the location of
SNU-L and CALIPSO ground tracks for the 6 selected cases.
To avoid huge sampling volume discrepancies due to different vertical resolution and horizontal footprint size of data
between the two instruments, we averaged the closest 18 profiles of CALIOP, as shown in Fig. 1 with closed circles along
the tracks. This corresponds to a sampling duration of ∼0.9 s
and an horizontal coverage of ∼6.0 km. CALIPSO flies
over the SNU-L site at 04:50 UTC (13:50 local time) during daytime (ascending) and 17:41 UTC (02:41 local time)
during night-time (descending). The 5-min averaged SNUL profiles, comprising 3000 shots, acquired between 04:45
and 04:50 UTC (daytime) or between 17:45 and 17:50 UTC
(night-time) are used for comparison.
We consider both level-1 (532 nm channel only) and level2 data to compare the aerosol and cloud layer structures
respectively derived from CALIOP and SNU-L. For level1, we calculate apparent scattering ratio profiles Rapp (z) to
remove the different transmission effects of air molecules
between the nadir-viewing space-borne CALIOP and the
zenith-viewing ground-based SNU-L (Rapp (z)=1 in case of
a molecular atmosphere; see Sect. 3.1). The level-2 CALIOP
products on aerosol (5 km horizontal resolution) and cloud
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008
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worth to mentioning that the magnitude of Rapp (z) depends on zref . For example, choosing zref beneath the cirrus layers for CALIOP will cause Rapp (z) to overestimate
the true scattering ratio. In this study, zref is taken between
10 and 11 km (zref above) and 5 and 6 km (zref below)
37.6
for boundary aerosol layer under cloud-free conditions (see
Sect. 4.1) as well as between 12 and 13 km (above cirrus;
zref above) and 5 and 6 km (below cirrus; zref below) for
multiple aerosol layers underlying semi-transparent cirrus
37.5
clouds (see Sect. 4.2). However, zref is only taken between 12
and 13 km (zref above) for aerosol layers under thick tropo5km
Seoul, South Korea
spheric clouds (see Sect. 4.3). The CALIOP signal appears to
10km
be completely attenuated beneath dense cloud layer (e.g. no
37.4
+Seoul
evidence of a surface return, see Figs. 6 and 8), so the data
Japan
Korea
under dense cloud layer is either noise or detector artifact
China
(Winker et al., 2007). βmol and αmol are molecular backscat37.3
tering and extinction coefficients, respectively. S2 (z) is given
126.8
126.9
127
127.1
127.2
by
the basic lidar equation:
Longitude (o)


Zz


Figure 1
Fig. 1. Location of the ground-based lidar monitoring station at
S2 (z) = C · β(z) · exp −2
αmol (z0 ) + αaer (z0 ) dz0  (2)
30/0
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Latitude (o)

37.7

Seoul National University (SNU, crosshair), Seoul, South Korea
and CALIPSO orbit ground tracks for the 6 days used in this study.
The solid and dashed lines represent daytime ascending and nighttime descending nodes of CALIPSO orbit, respectively. The 18
CALIOP-derived profiles closest to the SNU site, which are acquired at 04:50 UTC (13:50 local time) and 17:41 UTC (02:41 local
time), have been selected for comparison (closed circles along the
tracks). The inner (5 km) and outer (10 km) dashed circles represent
the horizontal distance from the ground-based SNU lidar site.

0

where C is a system constant, β is total backscattering coefficient, and αaer is aerosol or cloud particle extinction coefficient. By definition of S2 (z) and S2 (zref ), we can rewrite
Eq. (1) as follows:


Zz
Rapp (z) = Rreal (z) exp −2 αaer (z0 )dz0 
(3)
zref

(1 km horizontal resolution) layer top and bottom were compared with those from SNU-L. Note that we average the
6 profiles of level-2 CALIOP cloud top and bottom height
products at 1 km horizontal resolution, because these 6 profiles cover 6 km along the CALIPSO ground track, which is
almost identical to the horizontal coverage of the 18 profiles of level-1 CALIOP data. Finally, CALIOP and SNUL aerosol extinction profiles are also compared both under
cloud-free conditions and in cases of multiple aerosol layers
underlying semi-transparent cirrus clouds.
3
3.1

Methods for lidar signal retrievals

β(z)
where the real scattering ratio Rreal (z) is βmol
(z) . Compared
to Rreal (z), Rapp (z) is only affected by atmospheric aerosol
and cloud particles. We calculate the corresponding uncertainty using the variance (Var) on the retrieved profile of apparent scattering ratio. It is computed as follows:


2

Zz


 0
β
(z
)
mol
ref
0
Var Rapp (z) = 
exp −2 αmol z dz 
βmol (z)
zref


!2

2
1
S
(z)
2
×
Var (S2 (z)) +
2 Var [S2 (zref )]
S2 (zref )
S2 zref

(4)

Apparent scattering ratio

We calculate the apparent scattering ratio Rapp (z) as:
 z

Z
S2 (z) βmol (zref )
Rapp (z) =
exp 2 αmol dz
S2 (zref ) βmol (z)

with the assumption that S2 (z) and S2 (zref ) are independent.
3.2
(1)

zref

where S2 (z) and S2 (zref ) are the range-corrected and background noise-subtracted lidar return signals, respectively at
the altitude z and at a reference altitude zref corresponding to a Rayleigh scattering regime [Rapp (zref )=1]. It is
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008

Lidar ratio and aerosol extinction coefficient

Four vertical profiles of aerosol extinction coefficient at
532 nm are retrieved from the Klett method (Klett, 1981,
1985): 1 for the single case of boundary aerosol layer under
cloud-free conditions (case 1), as well as 3 for aerosols under
semi-transparent cirrus clouds conditions (case 2). To solve
the ill-posed problem of the lidar equation and extract the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/
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Table 2. Summary of aerosol and cloud layer identification.
Date

Aerosol and cloud layer label

Case 1: PBL aerosols under clear sky
24 Oct 2006 (daytime)
A (Fig. 2)
Case 2: Aerosols under thin cirrus
25 Nov 2006 (daytime)

C (Fig. 3)
A (Fig. 3)

21 Feb 2007 (night-time)

C (Fig. 4)
A3 (Fig. 4)
A2 (Fig. 4)
A1 (Fig. 4)

12 Jan 2007(daytime)

C (Fig. 5)
A (Fig. 5)

Case 3: Dense tropospheric clouds
14 Sep 2006 (night-time)

30 Sep 2006 (night-time)

Cs (Fig. 6)
Cg
Ag (Fig. 6)
Cs1 (Fig. 8)
Cs2
Cg
Ag (Fig. 8)

aerosol extinction coefficient, we need to know an altitudeindependent backscatter-to-extinction ratio (BER, inverse of
the so-called “lidar ratio” δ). Alternatively, the knowledge
of the column aerosol optical thickness can be used to derive
an average BER value (e.g. Berthier et al., 2006; Chazette,
2003). Here the sunphotometer-derived aerosol optical thickness (τa ) at the SNU-L station was measured for the single
case of boundary aerosol layer under cloud-free conditions
(case 1) and is used for the lidar signal inversion in order to
retrieve the value of BER on 24 October 2006. The value of
τa at 532 nm is calculated by the Ångström relationship using measurements at 400, 500 and 675 nm. The BER value
obtained is applied hereafter to the aerosol layers of the 3
case-2 profiles, because sunphotometer data are not available
on those days due to the presence of cirrus clouds.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/

4

Lidar

Layer Height (km)
Top Bottom

CALIOP
SNU-L

1.20
1.20

Ground
Ground

CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
SNU-L

11.45
11.50
1.28
1.29
10.54
10.45
3.63
3.60
2.37
2.40
1.02
0.97
8.06
8.00
0.78
1.26

10.87
10.76
Ground
Ground
9.64
9.60
3.42
3.20
1.33
1.30
Ground
Ground
7.22
7.19
Ground
Ground

CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
CALIOP
SNU-L
CALIOP
SNU-L

11.20
6.90
–
2.8
8.98
7.64
6.10
–
2.20

4.95
4.70
Ground
Ground
8.56
6.80
4.90
Ground
Ground

Results and discussion

The results on the top and bottom heights of aerosol and
cloud layers are summarized in Table 2. Detailed discussions
on the various cases are following.
4.1

Case 1: planetary boundary layer (PBL) aerosols under
clear sky

Figure 2a and b shows color coded time-height images of
the daytime level-1 data at 532 nm acquired by CALIOP and
SNU-L on 24 October 2006. Note that the differences in the
CALIOP data near 8 km in altitude in Fig. 2a are due to the
different vertical and horizontal resolutions of the CALIOP
data below and above 8.2 km (see Sect. 2.1). The vertical white dashed lines in Fig. 2a and b indicate the point
of the nearest coincidence between the SNU-L site and the
CALIPSO flight, which occurred at 04:50 UTC (13:50 local time). No cloud is observed around the area (Fig. 2a)
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008
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(a) CALIOP

[Km-1sr-1]

(b) SNU-L

[Km-1sr-1]

15

(c)

14
13
12

Altitude (km, AMSL)

11
10
9
8

Apparent Scattering Ratio (Rapp)
Space-borne CALIOP (Zref_below)

7

Space-borne CALIOP (Zref_above)

6

Ground-based SNU Lidar

5
4

Aerosol & Cloud layer Identifications
Space-borne CALIOP

3

Ground-based SNU Lidar

2
1

A

0
-5

0

5

10

15

20

Apparent Scattering Ratio (Rapp)

2 and (c) apparent
Fig. 2. Vertical profiles of (a) CALIOP-derived and (b) SNU lidar-derived total attenuated backscatter at 532 nmFigure
wavelength,
scattering ratios Rapp at 532 nm calculated from the CALIOP (04:50 UTC, red and green lines) and the SNU lidar (04:46∼04:50 UTC, blue
line) measurements on 24 October 2006. Two CALIOP Rapp profiles were obtained by choosing zref between 10 and 11 km (green line;
zref above) and between 5 and 6 km (red line; zref below). The vertical resolution of CALIOP data is 30 m (60 m) below 8.2 km a.m.s.l.
(above 8.2 km a.m.s.l.), whereas the SNU-L resolution is 6 m from surface up to 15 km. The 5-min SNU-L data taken every 15 min are
interpolated. The vertical white dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the points of nearest spatial/temporal coincidence between the SNU
lidar site and the CALIPSO flight. Because the plot is to be too complicated, the standard deviation (pink shaded envelope) of CALIOP
Rapp (zref below) is only represented in (c). The violet line and blue dashed line in (c) indicate the top and bottom heights of the aerosol
layer, estimated by aerosol and cloud layer identification algorithm (level-2) of CALIPSO science team and SNU algorithm, respectively.
The label “A” indicates an aerosol layer.
and time (Fig. 2b) of the coincidence. A horizontally stable boundary aerosol layer under cloud-free conditions is observed before and after the CALIPSO northward-flying over
the SNU site. Similarly, ground-based SNU-L measurements
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008

show a temporally stable PBL aerosol layer below approximately 1.2 km amsl before and after the CALIPSO overpass.
Figure 2c compares the vertical profiles of the apparent scattering ratio Rapp at 532 nm, as well as the levelwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/
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(a) CALIOP

[Km-1sr-1]

(b) SNU-L

[Km-1sr-1]

15

(c)

14
13
12

Altitude (km, AMSL)

11

C

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

A

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Apparent Scattering Ratio (Rapp)
Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, except for the date (25 November 2006, 04:50 UTC) and the presence of additional transmissive
cirrus
Figure high-altitude
3
cloud (label “C”) overlying the aerosol layer in the lower troposphere. zref for CALIOP Rapp calculation is chosen between 12 and 13 km
(green line; zref above) and 5 and 6 km (red line; zref below).

2 cloud/aerosol layer flag, as calculated at the coincident
point. As we noted in Sect. 3.1, CALIOP Rapp profiles are calculated by choosing zref between 10 and 11 km
[Rapp (zref above)] and 5 and 6 km [Rapp (zref below)]. There
is no significant difference in choosing different zref under
cloud-free conditions. The boundary layer is more clear
when zref is taken in highest altitudes (zref above). In the absence of clouds, both lidars detect well typical urban PBL

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/

aerosols. Rapp of ground-based SNU-L for aerosol layer in
PBL falls into the uncertainty range of CALIOP-derived
Rapp (zref below) (pink area in Fig. 2c). Note that the peak of
CALIOP-derived Rapp near the surface is attributable to high
reflection from the ground due to slightly inhomogeneous
surface elevation along CALIPSO ground tracks. On the opposite, the sharp decrease of the SNU-L derived Rapp near the
surface is due to the loss of overlap between the laser beam

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008
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and the telescope field of view. Although there is no multiple scattering problem in CALIOP signal in this case, relatively large variations of the CALIOP-derived Rapp above the
boundary aerosol layer (i.e., between 1.3 and 8 km a.m.s.l.)
are apparent compared to the Rapp profile from SNU-L. It
is important to bear in mind that daytime CALIOP data is,
of course, noisier than that of night-time (e.g. Fig. 4) due to
contamination by solar background (e.g. McGill et al., 2007).
Meantime, the level-2 CALIOP aerosol/cloud layer height
product (violet line in Fig. 2c) indicates the top height of the
planetary boundary layer at 1.20 km a.m.s.l. (Table 2), which
corresponds well with the SNU-L retrieval (blue dashed line
in Fig. 2c; Table 2).
4.2

Case 2: aerosols under thin cirrus

In this section, we show comparisons of Rapp profiles
on the conditions of aerosol layer(s) underlying the semitransparent cirrus clouds. Three Rapp profiles are presented:
CALIOP and SNU-L Rapp (zref below) profiles estimated by
choosing zref below (5–6 km) the cirrus layer and CALIOP
Rapp (zref above) profile estimated by choosing zref above
(12–13 km) the cirrus clouds. We selected 3 different atmospheric scenes with different layer altitudes of cirrus clouds
as well as different lidar return signal strengths, although the
thickness of cloud layers looks similar.
Figure 3 shows results from daytime observations on
25 November 2006. This is the closest CALIOP footprint location to the SNU-L site among the cases considered in this study (see Fig. 1). Similar cirrus and PBL
aerosol layer features are seen at the temporal/spatial coincidence point (vertical white dashed line in Fig. 3a and
b). Figure 3c illustrates the strongest Rapp is detected
from transmissive cirrus centered around 11.2 km amsl and
that a secondary peak is observed below approximately
1.3 km a.m.s.l., corresponding to the top of the urban aerosol
mixing height in Seoul metropolitan area. Compared to
the CALIOP Rapp (zref below), the cirrus bottom altitude
of Rapp (zref above) is slight higher. This is attributable to
an overestimation of Rapp (zref below) due to signal attenuation by cirrus. A lower signal at zref below leads to a
stronger Rapp (see Eq. 1). The cirrus bottom altitude of
Rapp (zref above) is more in agreement with that estimated
by CALIPSO science team algorithm for cloud layer identification (see also Figs. 4 and 5). Rapp (zref below) of SNU-L
in PBL falls into the uncertainty range of CALIOP-derived
Rapp (zref below). The top and base boundaries of the semitransparent cirrus cloud determined from both lidars are in
agreement within 0.050 km and 0.110 km, respectively (Table 2). The thickness of the cirrus layer retrieved from
CALIPSO science team level-2 and SNU-L algorithms is
580 m and 740 m, respectively. The estimated PBL top
height from both lidars is also in close agreement: 1.28 km
(CALIOP) and 1.29 km (SNU-L) (Table 2).
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008

A thicker cirrus cloud, but having lower cirrus signal
strength than the case given in Fig. 3, was observed on 21
February 2007 (Fig. 4). This was a night-time CALIOP
flight. The ground track is at the farthest distance from the
SNU lidar site among the 6 cases shown in this study, but
still the CALIOP ground track is located within 10 km in
horizontal distance (Fig. 1). Because the signal-to-noise ratio is better during the night-time (see Sect. 4.4 for further
discussion), the differences between Rapp (zref above) and
R app (zref below) profiles are not significant. Both CALIOP
Rapp profiles are consistent with that measured by SNUL. The cirrus layer top and bottom altitudes are identified
as 10.54 km (10.45 km) and 9.64 km (9.60 km) by CALIOP
(SNU-L) (Table 2). The thickness of the cirrus layer is in
good agreement: 0.90 km from CALIOP and 0.85 km from
SNU-L. Both lidars well detect three distinct aerosol layers (labeled “A1” to “A3”) below the cirrus. The aerosol
layer thickness from CALIOP and SNU-L (in parenthesis)
is 0.75 km (0.78 km) for A1, 1.04 km (1.10 km) for A2, and
0.42 km (0.40 km) for A3. This comparison suggests that the
detection of semi-transparent cirrus and underlying multiple
aerosol layers during night-time portion of the CALIPSO orbits is reliable.
Figure 5 shows results from observations on 12 January
2007 (daytime ascending node). The altitude of the cirrus
is more in agreement with that estimated by CALIPSO science team algorithm for cloud layer identification when zref
is taken at zref above. Indeed, choosing zref beyond the far
boundary of layer for CALIOP (i.e. zref below) causes Rapp
to overestimate the true scattering ratio, and thus to increase
the cloud thickness. Such an overestimation in the case of
zref below has nevertheless an advantage, in the fact that
the boundary layer, which is basically attenuated in the case
of down-looking CALIOP signal, is more clearly detected.
Therefore, choosing zref below the cirrus clouds in case of
CALIOP signal leads to a loss of information in the detection of the cirrus altitude, whereas increases at the same time
the chance of efficiently detecting the boundary layer. As we
can see from Rapp (zref below), the estimated PBL top height
from both lidars is in close agreement. The cloud layer (labeled “C”) top and bottom (in parenthesis) height is identified by CALIOP at 8.06 km (7.22 km), and the PBL aerosol
layer (labeled “A”) top and base (in parenthesis) at 0.78 km
(ground). The ground-based SNU-L shows similar results,
except for the PBL top height at 1.26 km (Table 2). Based
on the PBL aerosol mixing heights at Seoul from Fig. 5b, the
ground-based SNU-L measurements of aerosol signals from
surface to about 1.2–1.3 km seems correct. Larger CALIOP
signal noise during daytime (see Fig. 5c) probably limits the
accuracy of the CALIOP algorithm for the PBL top height
detection below cirrus clouds.
Overall, all cases presented in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 provide
proof that the CALIPSO science team algorithms for the discrimination of cloud and aerosol as well as for the detection of layer top and base altitudes perform well. The top
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, on 21 February 2007 (17:41 UTC).

and base heights of cloud and aerosol layers estimated from
coincident space-borne CALIOP and ground-based SNU-L
measurements are generally in agreement within 0.10 km.
However, compared to CALIOP signal during night-time, the
noise in daytime CALIOP profiles is more important because
of the solar light and may introduce significant errors on the
PBL aerosol under cirrus clouds. Complementary discussion
on this point is given in Sect. 4.4.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/

4.3 Case 3: thick clouds
Comparisons of vertical profiles of Rapp under the condition of an aerosol layer underlying dense clouds in upper
and middle troposphere are presented here for 2 night-time
CALIOP flights (Table 1). Figure 6 shows CALIOP and
SNU-L profiles on 24 September 2006. In Fig. 6a and b,
discrepancies between the two lidar signals are found for
cloud layer top and base altitudes as well as for the presence of an aerosol layer under the clouds. The Rapp profiles (Fig. 6c and d) reveal strong signal attenuations due to
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3, on 12 January 2007 (04:50 UTC).

the thick cloud layer. CALIOP-derived Rapp identifies a single 5.25-km thick cloud (Cs ) between 4.95 and 11.20 km,
which in fact looks like a two-layered cloud structure: a thick
high-altitude cloud from 6.95 to 11.20 km and an underlying
middle-tropospheric thick cloud (e.g. stratocumulus) from
4.95 to 6.95 km (Fig. 6c). As we mentioned in Sect. 3.1, it
should be noted that CALIOP-derived Rapp profile is only estimated by choosing zref between 12 and 13 km (zref above)
in this case due to complete signal attenuation below thick
cloud layer (see Fig. 6d). The top and base heights of the
cloud layer estimated from SNU-L (Cg ) are 4.70 and 6.90 km

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008

Figure 5
(Table 2) which indicates that the upper cloud layer is not
detected. The peak in Rapp as seen by SNU-L is also at a significantly lower height than that seen by CALIOP (Fig. 6c).
The PBL aerosol layer (Ag ) observed by SNU-L, as shown
enlarged in Fig. 6d, is not visible in CALIOP profile. As
mentioned above, this is related to the limits of atmospheric
remote sensing by using the lidar techniques. Laser light
emitted from the CALIOP (and/or the backscattered light)
does not penetrate the whole cloud downward (upward), and
inversely, the thick cloud layer blocks the upward (downward) penetration of the laser beam (and/or return signal)
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/
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Figure 6 (continued)

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 2, except for the presence of middle and high altitude thick cloud over the lower troposphere aerosol layer, on 14
September 2006 (17:41 UTC). CALIOP Rapp profile was only calculated by choosing zref between 12 and 13 km (green line; zref above).
An enlarged figure of vertical profiles below 4.5 km shown in (c) is given in (d) for better viewing. Subscripts “g” and “s” in (c) and (d)
denote the ground-based and space-borne measurements, respectively.

from the ground-based SNU-L (scattering particles). Add to
this that spatially and vertically inhomogeneous distributions
of clouds at few kilometer horizontal scales are also potential
causes of discrepancies in the determination of layer top and
bottom heights. To check this point, we plot on Fig. 7 the 18
profiles of CALIOP level-1 data (total attenuated backscatter
0
β532
which are used for Rapp calculation shown in Fig. 6c)
closest to the ground-based SNU lidar site on 14 September 2006. The white lines represent CALIOP-derived cloud
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/

top [Cs (top)] and base [Cs (bottom)] altitudes, as provided
by CALIOP level-2 cloud products at 1 km horizontal resolution. CALIPSO overpass over the ground-based lidar site
corresponds to profiles 9 and 10. Noticeable changes of both
0
middle-tropospheric thick cloud (e.g. weak β532
from profile 1 to 3) and overlaying cirrus cloud (e.g. before and after
profile 9) are apparent along the CALIPSO track a few km
apart from the SNU-L site. However, the cloud layer top
and bottom heights of the 6 level-2, 1-km horizontal resoAtmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008
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7
Fig. 7. The 18 profiles of CALIOP-derived total attenuated backscatter at 532 nm wavelength closest Figure
to the ground-based
SNU lidar site on
14 September 2006. The horizontal resolution is 0.333 km below 8.2 km a.m.s.l. and 1 km above. The 18 profiles correspond to a distance of
6.0 km. Thin white lines represent CALIOP-derived cloud top [Cs (top)] and base [Cs (bottom)] altitudes, provided by CALIOP level 2 cloud
products at 1 km horizontal resolution. The pink dashed lines indicate the cloud top [Cg (top)] and bottom [Cg (bottom)] heights derived from
SNU lidar.

lution profiles varies little, ranging from 11.20 to 11.38 km
and 4.80 to 5.10 km, respectively (Fig. 7). The cloud bottom
height determined from CALIOP and SNU-L Cg (bottom);
pink dashed line in Fig. 7) at the coincidence point are in
agreement within 0.1 km. This result confirms that the difference in cloud top height is only due to the ground-based
lidar signal attenuation artifact.
Figure 8 is another example of aerosol layer underlying
thick clouds on 30 September 2006, night-time. The cloud
layer is less thick than in the preceding case (Fig. 6), but
shows much stronger lidar return signals. The CALIOPderived Rapp (zref above) shows two thin cloud layers from
8.56 to 8.98 km (Cs1 ) and 6.80 to 7.64 km (Cs2 ), respectively
(Fig. 8c), whereas the ground-based lidar detects a single
cloud layer between 4.90 and 6.10 km (Cg1 ). Only SNUL shows an aerosol layer (Ag ) from surface up to 2.2 km
(Fig. 8d). For this opaque cloud feature that completely attenuated the backscatter signal, the base (top) altitude reported by CALIOP (ground-based lidar) should be considered as an “apparent” rather than true bottom (top) height
of the layer. Simultaneous space-borne downward-looking
and ground-based upward-looking lidar observations, however, complement each other and can be combined to provide
full information on the height and thickness of the 4 aerosol
and cloud layers present.
4.4

Aerosol extinction profiles

As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the aerosol backscatterto-extinction ratio (BER) is estimated by using the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008

sunphotometer-derived aerosol optical thickness at 532 nm
(τa ) at the SNU site during the CALIOP overpass on 24 October 2006 (case 1). τa =0.125±0.02, which is a low value for
Seoul area when compared against 1-yr AERONET measurements from March 2001 to February 2002 (e.g. annual mean
τa =0.51 (440 nm), τa =0.31 (675 nm); October mean τa =0.44
(440 nm), τa =0.26 (675 nm)). Based on this value, BER is
derived as 0.023±0.004 sr−1 (i.e., lidar ratio δ=43.2±6.2 sr)
from CALIOP and as 0.027±0.006 sr−1 (i.e., δ=37.4±7.2 sr)
from the ground-based SNU-L (Table 2). Note that CALIOPderived ABER is considered as BER in this case, because
the value of the multiple-scattering factor (η) for CALIOP
signal is close to 1 for PBL aerosol. These values of the
lidar ratio are lower than those reported during Asian dust
events (47.1±7.0 sr) and for anthropogenic pollution plumes
(71.1±8.2 sr) in Korea (Noh et al., 2007), but greater than
for maritime aerosols (25–30 sr; Cattrall et al., 2005). During this period, the depolarization ratio at 532 nm derived
from the ground-based SNU-L measurements is 6.4% and
the Ångström exponent between 400 and 870 nm obtained
from the sunphotometer is 1.07, respectively. The air flow
came from NE of China and we can assume that the aerosol
is made of a small amount of locally emitted pollution and
dust-free continental aerosols.
Figure 9 shows aerosol extinction profiles retrieved from
CALIOP and SNU-L. The comparison under cloud-free conditions (24 October 2006, Fig. 9 left) illustrates that both
lidars show good agreement in the upper part of the PBL
(0.7∼1.2 km) with mean difference of about 0.02 km−1 .
Compared to the ground-based SNU-L, CALIOP shows
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/
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Figure 8 (continued)

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6, on 30 September 2006 (17:41 UTC). An enlarged figure of vertical profiles below 3.1 km in (c) is given in (d) for
better viewing of the boundary layer aerosol.

unexpected peaks of aerosol extinctions above the PBL. This
may be due to small signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) during daytime. Under semi-transparent cirrus cloud conditions, the
CALIOP-derived aerosol extinction coefficients are about
5∼10 times greater than those from SNU-L for daytime observations on 25 November 2006 (Fig. 9, middle left) and 12
January 2007 (middle right). The aerosol extinction profile
obtained during the night-time CALIOP flight under semitransparent cirrus cloud conditions (Fig. 9 right) shows good
agreement both in aerosol extinction coefficients and in the

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/8/3705/2008/

layer top and bottom structures. This can be explained by
the better night-time signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of CALIOP.
In conclusion, it seems that the SNR of CALIOP data obtained during the daytime is not adequate to retrieve the
aerosol extinction profile for aerosol layers underlying cirrus clouds. For example, the SNR estimated between 12
and 12.5 km a.m.s.l. (above cirrus clouds) was about 3.56
on 21 February 2007 (night-time), whereas about 1.79 on 25
November 2006 (daytime). It means that we need to analyze approximately 4 times CALIOP daytime shoots more

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008
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Fig. 9. Comparison of aerosol extinction profiles between CALIOP (red line) and ground-based SNU lidar (blue line) for cloud-free conditions (Case 1, left) and aerosol layers under semi-transparent cirrus clouds (Case 2). The shaded envelopes represent the range of aerosol
extinction coefficient originating from the lidar ratio uncertainty.

than night-time shoots to reach the accuracy of the night-time
CALIOP profile. That is, 72 CALIOP profiles should be analyzed in daytime case. However, this implies averaging over
∼24 km along the CALIOP tracks and assuming spatial homogeneity of aerosol distributions.

5

Summary and conclusion

In this study, we present initial validation results of spaceborne lidar CALIOP profiles using 3 daytime and 3 nighttime coincidental observations from a ground-based lidar
at Seoul National University (37.46◦ N, 126.95◦ E). The selected data set covers 3 different typical types of clear
and cloudy atmospheric scenes observed between September 2006 and February 2007. Apparent scattering ratios
Rapp calculated from the two instrument measurements of total attenuated backscattering signals at 532 nm show similar
aerosol and cloud structures both under cloud-free conditions
and in case of multi-layered aerosols underlying thin cirrus
clouds. The top and base heights of cloud and aerosol layers estimated from simultaneous space-borne CALIOP and
ground-based SNU-L measurements are generally in agreement within 0.10 km, particularly during night-time. This
result confirms that the CALIPSO science team algorithm
for the discrimination of cloud and aerosol as well as for the
detection of layer top and base altitudes provides reliable information on the height and thickness of aerosol and cloud
layers in such atmospheric conditions. The accuracy of the
PBL top height under cirrus clouds appears, however, much
more limited during daytime.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 8, 3705–3720, 2008

We estimate the aerosol backscatter-to-extinction ratio
(BER) on a clear day (24 October 2006) by using the
sunphotometer-derived aerosol optical thickness (τa =0.125)
measured at the SNU site during the CALIOP overpass.
We find a value of 0.023±0.004 sr−1 from CALIOP and
0.027±0.006 sr−1 from SNU-L. The comparison of the
aerosol extinction profiles from both lidars
the boundPage 51for
of 51
ary layer aerosol (under cloud-free conditions) is in agreement within about 0.02 km−1 . Under semi-transparent cirrus
cloud conditions, the aerosol extinction profiles show good
agreement for the night-time CALIOP flight (21 February
2007), whereas large discrepancies are found for the daytime flights (25 November 2006 and 12 January 2007) due
to small signal-to-noise ratio of the CALIOP data. Daytime CALIOP data request averaging more profiles, meaning
a stronger assumption on the scattering layer spatial homogeneity.
In cases of aerosol layers underlying thick tropospheric
clouds, comparison results illustrate the limitations of spaceborne downward-looking and ground-based upward-looking
lidar measurements due to strong signal attenuations, and imply that only information on the cloud top (bottom) height is
reliable from satellite-based CALIOP (ground-based SNUL) observations. However, the complementarity between
space-borne and ground-based lidar observations can provide
complete vertical structures of aerosols and clouds.
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